SENATE COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE REPORT
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Committee on Appropriations.

After consideration on the merits, the Committee recommends the following:

HB19-1269 be amended as follows, and as so amended, be referred to the Committee of the Whole with favorable recommendation and with a recommendation that it be placed on the consent calendar:

1. Amend reengrossed bill, page 24, line 13, strike "$181,751" and substitute "$167,000".

2. Page 24, line 14, strike "$123,590" and substitute "$113,560".

3. Page 24, line 15, strike "$58,161" and substitute "$53,440".

4. Page 24, line 26, strike "$88,500" and substitute "$73,749" and strike "$60,180" and substitute "$50,150".

5. Page 24, line 27, strike "$28,320" and substitute "$23,599".

6. Page 25, line 5, strike "$181,750" and substitute "$167,001".

7. Page 25, line 13, strike "$88,500" and substitute "$73,751".

* *** *** *** *